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with large public interest, public resources, or regulatory responsibilities.  
The Corporate type is chosen for programs of a commercial character or 
commercial potential. With these, there may be a sharing of control with 
private investors. A venture of a different type was the creation of the 
Ghulam Mohammad Barrage Colonization Project. Here there was a direct 
delegation of certain departmental powers together with greater freedom on 
personnel and fiscal matters to a project committee and a project director.  
The corporate or authority form was not used. This brief summary should 
be sufficient to establish that the government is responsive and resourceful 
when a development program calls for special action.  

The front lines of government have also received considerable attention.  
A provincial survey commission has outlined a major program of reform.  
As a result there has been much delegation of Departmental responsibilities 
to regional and field offices. Also there has been increased delegation to 
the Commissioners and Deputy Commissioners, aimed toward strengthening 
their coordination role and increasing their participation in development.  
A most fundamental reform has been the launching of the Basic Democracies 
Movement.  

Progress in public administration training has been supported by sub
stantial technical assistance. In addition to the special entrance academies 
for the public service, there are now two Village Developement Academies, 
three National Institutes of Public Administration, which are providing in
service training presently at the middle management level, and an Admin
istrative Staff College with a focus on senior officials. The government 
has announced that training in the appropriate school will become a con
dition for retention of rank and for promotion. There is also a program 
of training abroad for selected officers.  

The Administrative Environment of Project Operations 

The pattern of the Government of Pakistan assigns to the center special 
responsibility for policy, planning and financing. In turn the Provincial 
Governments generally are associated with the execution of programs. Our 
inquiry concentrated on the activities of the Province of West Pakistan.  
However,, we were privileged to have extensive discussions with represent
atives of key ministries at the Center. These included the ministries con
cerned with reclamation-the Ministry of Fuel, Power and Natural Re
sources and the Ministry of Food and Agriculture. Also at the Center are 
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